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Abst raet - -A  relatively new decomposition method is presented to find the explicit and numerical 
solutions of the two-dimensional Korteweg-de Vries Burgers' equation (tdKdVB for short) for the 
initial conditions. Some numerical results are also given for this equation by using the decomposition 
method. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the solution u(x, y, t) of the nonlinear partial differential equation 
(ut + uux - quxx + puxx~)~ +ruvy  = O, (I) 
where p, q, r are real parameters. Equation (1) is called the two-dimensional Korteweg-deVries 
Burgers' equation (tdKdVB) [1-5]. Equation (1) is a model equation for a wide class of non- 
linear wave models of fluid in an elastic tube, liquid with small bubbles and turbulence [1-5]. 
Equation (1) has been considered to find out its exact solution by some analytic methods [1-4]. 
In applied mathematics and physics, nonlinear phenomena play a crucial role. The nonlinem- 
problems are solved easily and elegantly without linearizing the problem by using the Adomian 
decomposition method (in short ADM) [6,7]. A feature common to all the traditional methods is 
that they are using the transformations to reduce the equation into a more simple equation and 
then solve it. Unlike classical techniques, the nonlinear equations are solved easily and elegantly 
without transforming the equation by using the ADM. The technique has many advantages over 
the classical techniques. Mainly, it avoids linearization and perturbation i order to find solutions 
of a given nonlinear equation. It is providing an efficient explicit solution with high accuracy, 
minimal calculation, and avoidance of physically unrealistic assumptions. 
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We implemented the ADM for the exact solution and approximate solution of the linear and 
nonlinear equations by using the ADM [8-19]. As  far as we know, few numerical works have 
been done to solve the tdKdVB equation. In this paper, we  will consider various tdKdVB 
equation (i) to find explicit solutions and numerical solutions by using the ADM rather than the 
traditional methods. Furthermore, as the decomposition method does not require discretization 
of the variables, it is not affected by computat ion round off errors and one is not faced with 
necessity of large computer  memory  and time. There are some rather significant advantages over 
methods  which must  assume linearity, "smallness", deterministic behavior, etc. The  method has 
features in common with many other methods, but it is distinctly different on close examination, 
and one should not be misled by apparent simplicity into superficial conclusions [6,7]. 
2. ANALYS IS  OF  THE METHOD 
In the preceding section we have discussed particular devices of the tdKdVB equation. For 
purposes of illustration of the ADM,  in this study we shall consider equation (I), the solution of 
which is to be obtained subject o the initial condition u(x, O, t) = g(x, t) and Uy(X, O, t) = f (x, t ). 
0 2 
Following [6,7] we define for the above equation the linear operators Ly~ = ~ and the definite 
-1  integration inverse operator Lyy. Therefore the solution can be written as 
~(x, y, t) = ~(x, t) + yf(~, t) - 1 -1 rLyy [(u, + ~(u) - qu~x + pu~x)~], (2) 
where (b(u) = uuz. Following Adomian's decomposition method [6,7], we expect the decom- 
position of the solution into a sum of components to be defined by the decomposition series 
form oo 
~(x,y,t)  = Z ~(~,y , t ) .  (3) 
rt~0 
Substituting the initial conditions into (3) identifying the 0 th component uo = g(x, t) ÷yf (x ,  t) by 
terms arising from initial condition, then we obtain the subsequent components by the following 
recursive relationship: 
u~+l = - !L -~ [(u~, + A~-qu~ + pu . . . .  )~], n~__0 ,  (4) 
where ~(u) = ~c~__ 0 An(uo,u~,. . .~Un) is called the Adomian polynomials, these polynomials 
can be calculated for all forms of nonlinearity according to specific algorithms constructed by 
Adomian [6,7]. In this specific nonlinearity, we use the general form of formula [20] for A~ 
Adomian polynomials as 
An = ~. • Akuk , n > O. (5) 
\ k=O / 3 ~k=O 
This formula is easy to set computer code to get as many polynomial as we need in the calculation 
of the numerical as well as explicit solutions. For the ease of the reader, we can give the first few 
Adomian polynomials for ~(u) = uu~ = ((1/2)u2)~ of the nonlinearity as 
Ao = ~(uo)  = uouo~ = 2 ~ ' 
A1 = u l  ~(uo)  = u luo~ + uo~l~ = (uou l )~,  
(6) 
and so on for other polynomials. 
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A slight modification to the ADM was proposed by Wazwaz [21] that gives some flexibility in 
the choice of the 0 TM component u0 to be any simple term and modify the term ui accordingly, 
and since the computations in (4) depend heavily on u0, the whole computations to find the 
solution will be simplified considerably. For example, an alternative scheme to (4) might be 
= g(x, t), 
1 -1 
ul  = y f (x , t )  - rLuy  [(u0, + Ao - quo~ +pu0~)~] ,  
1 - I  
u~+l = - rLvv  [(u~, + A~ - qun~ + pu . . . .  )~], n >__ 1. 
(7) 
Finally based on the ADM, we constructed the solution u(x,  y, t) as 
n 
limo ¢~=u(x,y,t ), where¢n(x ,y , t )=Euk(x ,y , t ) ,  n>_O, (8) 
k=O 
and the recurrence relation is given as in (7). Moreover, the decomposition series (8) solutions are 
generally converged very rapidly in real physical problems [6]. The convergence of the decompo- 
sition series has been investigated by several authors. The theoretical treatment of convergence 
of the decomposition method has been considered in the literature [22-27]. They obtained some 
results about the speed of convergence of this method enabling us to solve linear and nonlin- 
ear functional equations. Recent work of Abbaoui et aI. [27] has proposed a new approach of 
convergence of the decomposition series. The authors have given a new condition for obtaining 
convergence of the decomposition series to the classical presentation of the ADM in [27]. For 
illustration purposes, we will consider tdKdVB equations in the following section. We will show 
how the decomposition method is computationally efficient. 
3. APPL ICAT ION AND NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
EXAMPLE 1. For purposes of illustration of the decomposition method for solving the tdKdVB 
equation (1) [4], we considered equation (1) has the soliton solution which is to be obtained 
subject o the initial condition 
6q 2 3q 2 
u(x, 0, t) = -c  + ~ -- d2r - ~ (i + tanh2(ct + x)), 
-6dq  2 .2 ,  ~,  
uy(x ,O , t )= 25p secn [e~ +x) ( l  +tanh(c t  +x) ) .  
(9) 
For the solution of this equation, we  s imply take the equation in an operator fo rm exactly in 
the same manner  as the form of equation (3) and using the initial condition (8) to find the 0 TM 
component  of u0 as 
6q 2 3q 2 j 
uo = - -c+ ~p -- d2r - 2-~p(l + tanh2(ct + x)), (10) 
and obtained in succession Ul, u2, u3, etc. by using (7) and (5) to determine the other individual 
terms of the decomposition series, we find 
ul = sech4(~) ( -20p cosh(~) - dqy cosh(~) + 3dqy sinh(~)) 
{3aq%cosh( ) 3aq%sinh( ) 
' \  + 2500p3 ] '  
u2 = - (d3q~ry 3cosh(~) + d3q5ry 3 sinh(~)) ( -7  + 5 cosh(2~) - 3 sinh(2~)) 
• sechS(~) [d2q6y 4 cosh(~) + daq6y 4 sinh(~)] [144q 2 cosh(~) - 950d2pr 
25000rp 4 
(ii) 
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• cosh(~) - 96q  2 cosh(3~) - 25d2pr cosh(3~) + 175d2pr cosh(2~) 
+ 912q 2 sinh(~) + 1050d2pr sinh(~) - 96q  2 sinh(3~) + 825d2pr sinh(3~) 
-22 d2pr sinh(2 )] sechS( ) (12) 
100000000rp 6' 
u3 = --[--tl + 10 cosh(2~) - 6 sinh(2~)] [d2qSy 4cosh(2~) + d2qSy 4sinh(2{)] 
3sechS(~) [d5qTry 5 cosh(~) + dSqTry 5sinh(~)] [171 - 172 cosh(2~) 
6250000rp 6 
• sechT(~) 
÷ 17 cosh(4~) + 90 sinh(2~) - 15 smh(4~)] 5 0 ~ p  6 [d2qSy 6cosh(~) 
+d2qSy 6 sinh(~)] [-835968q 4 cosh(~) - 189600d2pq2r cosh(~) 
÷ 1878750d4p2r 2 cosh(~) + 857376q 4 cosh(3~) + lll600d2pq2r cosh(3~) 
+ 165000d4p2r  cosh(3~) - 140064q 4 cosh(2~) + 78000d2pq2r cosh(2~) 
-- 540000d4p2r  cosh(2~) + 3072q 4cosh(7~) - 19200d2pq2r cosh(7~) 
- 163125d4p2r  cosh(7~) + 19375dap2r  cosh(9~) - 4842624q 4 sinh(~) 
- 2407200d2pq2r sinh(~) - 1376250d4p2r 2 sinh(~) + 1642464q 4 sinh(3~) 
- 1695600d2pq2r sinh(3~) - 1590000d4p2r 2 sinh(3~) - 164640q 4 sinh(2~) 
+ 692400d2pq2r sinh(2~) + 75000d4p2r  sinh(2~) + 3072q 4sinh(7~) 
- 19200d2pq2r sinh(7~) + 268125d4p2r  sinh(7~) 
-20625d4p2r  sinh(9~)] sech12(~) 
30000000000000p9 r2 , (13) 
where ~ = q(ct + x)/lOp and so on, in this manner the rest of components of the decomposition 
series were obtained using MATHEMATICA. Substituting (10)-(13) and the other calculated terms 
into (8) gives the solution u(x, t) in a series form and in a close form solution by 
6q2 3q2[ (q (c t+x+dy) ) ]  2. (14) u(x,y,t) = -C + ~p - d2r -  ~p l+tanh\  
This result can be verified through substitution. 
EXAMPLE 2. In the second example, we will consider the tdKdVB equation (1) with the different 
initial conditions [1-3] 
u(x,O,t) = 3q2 [2 + sech2(3') + 2tanh(3,)] 
(15) 
3q 2 3 
Uy(X, 0, t) = 2-~psech (3') [dcosh(3') - dsinh(3')], 
where 3" = (3q3/125p 2 - 5d2pr/2q)t - qx/lOp and the parameters p, q, r, and d are arbitrary 
constants. 
Again, to find the solution of this equation, we substitute in scheme (7) 
= 0, t), (16) 
ul =yuy(z,O,t)  - [(u0, +A0 -quo~. +puo~)~]  dydy, (17) 
U~+l = - [(Un~ + An - qu.~ + pu . . . .  )~] dy dy, n >_ 1, (18) 
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where the Adomian  polynomials  An are given same as in the first example. Performing the 
calculations in (7) using MATHEMATICA and subst i tut ing into (8) gives the exact solution 
u(x, y, t) = ~ 3q2 [2 + sech2(4) + 2 tanh(( ) ]  , (19) 
where ~ = ( 3q3 /125p 2 - 5d2pr /2q)t - qx / l Op + dy / 2, m a series form [1-3]. 
For the purpose of numerical  comparison, we consider two tdKdVB equations. The first one 
has the sol i tary wave solution of the tdKdVB equation,  and the second one has a travel ing front 
solution of the tdKdVB equation. Based on the ADM,  we constructed the solution u(x,y,t) 
of equat ion (1) and the recurrence relat ion of the equat ion is given as in (7). Moreover, the 
decomposi t ion series (8) solutions general ly converge very rapidly in real physical problems [6]. 
In this work, we demonstrate  how the approx imate solutions of the tdKdVB equat ion are close 
to the corresponding exact solution. 
In order to verify numerical ly  whether  the proposed methodology leads to higher accuracy, 
we can evaluate the numerical  solutions using the n- term approx imat ion (8). Numer ica l  approx- 
imat ions show a high degree of accuracy and in most cases Ca, the n - te rm approx imat ion is 
accurate for quite low values of n. The solutions are very rapidly convergent by uti l izing the 
ADM.  The numerical  results we obtained just i fy the advantage of this methodology,  even in the 
few terms approx imat ion is accurate. Furthermore,  as the decomposit ion method  does not re- 
quire discret izat ion of the variables, i.e., t ime and space, it is not affected by computat ion  round 
off errors and one is not faced with necessity of large computer  memory  and time. Tables 1 
and 2 show the difference of analyt ical  solution and numerical  solution of the absolute error. We 
observe that  even n = 2- and 5-terms were used in evaluat ing the approx imate solutions of each 
init ial condit ion, and we achieved a very good approximat ion with the actual  solution of the 
equation.  These comparisons are i l lustrated in Tables 1 and 2 for init ial condit ions (14) and (19) 
of equat ion (1) for the lu - Cnl wi th the values n = 2 and 5, respectively. On one hand, in the 
case of equat ion (1) wi th init ial condit ions (14), the numerical  results are gett ing close to the 
actual  solut ion even very small  value of n. On the other hand, in the case of equat ion (1) with 
init ial condit ions (19), the numerical  results are gett ing very much closer to the actual  solution 
than from the first example.  These results are displayed in Tables 1 and 2. It  is evident that  the 
overall  errors can be made smaller by adding new terms of the decomposi t ion series. 
Table 1. The numerical results for [u(x,y,t) -Cn(x,y,t)[ when t = 0, p ---- -1, 
q = r = 1, c = 0.5, and d = 0.05, for the soliton solution (14) of equation (1). 
yl I x~ 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 
¢2(x,y,0) 
0.1 9.59099E - 12 7.66874E - 11 2.58682E - 10 6.12846E - 10 1.19633E - 09 
0.2 9.17988E - 12 7.33963E - 11 2.47573E - 10 5.86507E - 10 1.14487E - 09 
0.3 8.76188E - 12 7.00526E - 11 2.36285E - 10 5.59747E - 10 1.09260E - 09 
0.4 8.38000E - 12 6.66618E - 11 2.24839E - 10 5.32611E - 10 1.03959E - 09 
0.5 7.90912E - 12 6.32295E - 11 2.13254E - 10 5.05145E - 10 9.85938E - 10 
¢~(x,y,0) 
0.1 0.0 1.11022E - 16 1.11022E - 16 0.0 4.44089E - 16 
0.2 1.11022E - 16 1.11022E - 16 1.11022E - 16 0.0 5.55112E - 16 
0.3 0.0 1.11022E - 16 1.11022E - 16 1.11022E - 16 5.55112E - 16 
0.4 0.0 1.11022E - 16 0.0 1.11022E - 16 3.33067E - 16 
0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.11022E - 16 4.44089E - 16 
A clear conclusion can be drawn from the numerical  results that  the ADM algor i thm provides 
highly accurate numerical  solutions wi thout  spatial  discretizations for nonl inear part ial  differ- 
ential  equations. It  is also worth not ing that  the advantage of the decomposi t ion methodology 
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Table 2. The numerical results for lu(x,y,t) - Cn(x,y,t)l when t = 0, p = -1,  












0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 
¢2 (~, y, 0) 
1.53059E - 06 6.12713E - 06 1.37967E - 05 2.45463E - 05 3.83828E - 05 
1.55871E - 06 6.23941E - 06 1.40489E - 05 2.49938E - 05 3.90807E - 05 
1.58559E - 06  6 ,34671E - 06  1 .42898E - 05  2 .54213E - 05  3 .97474E - 05  
1.61121E - 06 6.44895E - 06 1.45194E - 05 2.58285E - 05 4.03824E - 05 
1.63554E - 06 6.54608E - 06 1.47374E - 05 2.62153E - 05 4.09854E - 05 
¢5 (~, y, 0) 
1.53179E - 06 6A3669E - 06 1.38289E - 05 2.46226E - 05 3.85315E - 05 
1.55986E - 06  6 .24858E - 06  1 .40798E-05  2 .50670E - 05  3 .92236E - 05  
1 .58669E - 06  6 ,35547E - 06  1 .43194E - 05  2 .54914E - 05  3 .98843E - 05  
1.61225E - 06 6.45731E - 06 1.45476E - 05 2.58955E - 05 4.05132E - 05 
1.63653E - 06 6.55402E - 06 1.47643E - 05 2.62790E - 05 4.11100E - 05 
displays a fast convergence of the solutions. The illustrations how the dependence of the rapid 
convergence depends on the character and behavior of the solutions just as in a dosed form 
solutions. Finally, we point out that, for given equations with initial values, the corresponding 
analytical and numerical solutions are obtained according to the recurrence equation (7) with (5) 
using MATHEMATICA. 
The solutions are very rapidly convergent by utilizing the ADM. The numerical results we ob- 
tained justify the advantage ofthis methodology. Furthermore, as the decomposition method oes 
not require discretization of the variables, i.e., time and space, it is not affected by computation 
round off errors and necessity of large computer memory and time. 
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